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Little DaVinci Appearing on Season 2 of Emmy-Nominated Tomorrow’s World Today
Pittsburgh, PA: If you’ve ever struggled to convince a child that broccoli is a necessary part of life or had a
toddler that refused to eat anything but frozen waffles for what seemed like an eternity, then you know
that it can be a challenge for kids to get all of the vitamins and minerals that help them grow. Little
DaVinci has applied the highest quality standards that have historically been reserved for premium adult
supplements. Little DaVinci supplements are formulated without sugar, allergens, dairy, gluten, and other
unwanted fillers and binders. Each product is rigorously tested for compliance as the line is made up of
chewables, powders and liquids with activated ingredients that taste good.
This season, Tomorrow’s World Today will speak with Dr. Matt Hand, DO and Dr. Adam Kilpatrick, DC
CNS, who are advocates for integrative health care for children. Little DaVinci is a collaboration between
DaVinci Laboratories of Vermont and Dr. Hand, one of the most highly regarded pediatric nephrologists in
the industry. Dr. Hand specializes in Pediatric Integrative Medicine at Elliot Health System and Children’s
Hospital at Dartmouth (CHAD).
“Our goal is to start a movement around children’s health realizing it starts with us and we can make a
difference. Providing pediatricians and parents with natural, therapeutic options that are based on clinical
data,” Sharon Rossi, CEO of FoodScience Corporation. “These formulas are delivered in a format kids
will love, and are cost effective for Mom and Dad.”
Tomorrow’s World Today, n
 ominated for a 2019 Daytime Emmy, returns to Science Channel for season
two this month. Viewers can tune in every Saturday and Sunday morning at 8am throughout May to watch
brand new, back-to-back new episodes.
About Tomorrow’s World Today
www.tomorrowsworldtoday.com
This cutting-edge television show travels the world in search of innovative pioneers who are creating new
ways to utilize our natural and technological resources for a more sustainable lifestyle. Tomorrow’s World
Today has a homebase in Pittsburgh, PA, one of the nation’s most progressive tech landscapes, home to
Duolingo, the most downloaded educational app in the world, and UBER’s flagship location for
autonomous transportation.
About Little DaVinci
https://www.davincilabs.com/littledavinci
Little DaVinci offers doctor formulated supplements that enhance the health and well-being of kids using
quality ingredients. Our tasty formulas are made in collaboration with top pediatric and nutritional experts,
delivering high bioavailability with flavors kids love. Good health has never tasted so great.

